Golf VS
for surface mounted installations

When building or renovating, compact solutions are often required for electrical installations. The Golf VS enclosure is the perfect solution for all residential and commercial installations. The enclosure is easily and swiftly mounted and offers space for a large number of modular devices. Thanks to a patented convenient cable management system, cables can be laid safely and swiftly.

The advantages for you:

- Easy installation of the surface mounted enclosure – can be turned 180°
- Sure 6-point fixture with 2 keyholes arranged in the centre
- Optimised conduit and trunking entries
- More wiring space between the modular devices and terminals as well as behind the DIN rails
- Clean and convenient wiring thanks to patented integrated cable management system
- Unbreakable door hinges
- Same door for VS surface mounted version and VF flush mounted version

The advantages for you:

- Mounting: Surface mounted
- Assembly of devices: up to 63A
- Ingress protection: IP30 without door IP40 with door
- Isolation class: II, double-insulated
- Impact resistance: IK07
- Material: High-quality flame retardant plastic
- Colour: Pure white (RAL 9010)

Expert tips

1. Convenient cable management
   Clean and easy wiring thanks to patented, integrated fixation for cable clips and cable ties.

2. Snap-in E/N terminal strips
   Brass terminal strips can be easily mounted by simply snapping into the terminal cradle.

3. Self-explanatory graphics in the wall box
   All product features are explained by integrated graphics in the wall box.

4. More space for wiring
   Easier wiring of the installed modular devices guaranteed by larger wiring space between the devices & E/N terminals. More space behind DIN rails accepts more cabling.

5. Accessible DIN rail saves time & effort
   DIN rail can be swiftly mounted using the keyhole on the side. The screwed fixture is outside the modular device area providing easy access.

6. Vertical & horizontal connecting of the enclosures
   Connecting pieces permit safe, vertical & horizontal connection of multiple enclosures.

7. Swift and safe cover fixing with 1/4 turn
   Position the cover and turn the screw through 90°. Quick-fixing screws cannot get lost.

8. Unbreakable door hinges
   Defective hinges are now a thing of the past. Same door for surface mounted and flush mounted enclosure. Symmetrical door installation; door hinges can be mounted on left or right.
Golf VF
for flush mounted hollow wall installations

When building or renovating, compact solutions are often required for electrical installations. The Golf VF enclosure is the perfect solution for all residential and commercial installations.

The enclosure is easily & swiftly mounted and offers space for a large number of modular devices. Thanks to a patented convenient cable management system, cables can be laid safely and swiftly.

The advantages for you:
- Exact marking of wall cutouts via openings in the wall sleeve lip
- Easy wall box mounting - can be turned through 180° and has a removable cable entry slide
- Fast hollow wall mounting thanks to patented hollow wall clamps with ‘quick-snap lock’
- More wiring space between the modular devices and terminals as well as behind the DIN rails
- Clean and convenient wiring thanks to patented integrated cable management system
- Unbreakable door hinges
- Same door for VS surface mounted version and VF flush mounted version

The advantages for you:
- Mounting: Flush mounted and hollow wall mounted
- Assembly of devices: up to 63A
- Ingress protection: IP30 without door IP40 with door
- Isolation class: II, double-insulated
- Impact resistance: IK07
- Material: High-quality fire retardant plastic
- Colour: Pure white (RAL9010)

Fast hollow wall mounting
Patented, unlosable hollow wall clamps with quick-snap locks facilitate hollow wall mounting.

Exact markings of wall cutouts
Slits for marking the wall cutouts in the wall sleeve lip.

Adapting the design
A choice of colour coded self-adhesive deco stickers for the flush mounted frame to harmonise with the interior decor. Stripes are available in seven exclusive colours.

Convenient cable management
Clean and easy wiring thanks to patented, integrated fixation for cable clips and cable ties.

More space for wiring
Easier wiring of the installed modular devices guaranteed by larger wiring space between the devices and E/N terminals. More space behind the DIN rails facilitates installation of insulated wires.

Snap-in E/N terminal strips
Brass terminal strips can be easily mounted by simply snapping into the terminal cradle.

Self-explanatory graphics in the wall box
All product features are explained by integrated graphics in the wall box.

Unbreakable door hinges
Defective hinges are now a thing of the past. Same door for surface mounted and flush mounted enclosure. Symmetrical door installation; door hinges can be mounted on left or right.